We present a numerical tool developed to quantify the role of processes controlling the spatio-temporal distribution of the NO ultraviolet and O 2 ð 1 D g Þ infrared nightglows in the Venus night side upper atmosphere, observed with the VIRTIS and SPICAV instruments on board Venus Express. This numerical tool consists in a two-dimensional chemical-transport time-dependent model which computes in a hypothetical rectangular solving domain the spatio-temporal distributions of the number densities of the four minor species at play in these two nightglow emissions. The coupled nonlinear system of the four partial differential equations, describing the spatio-temporal variations of the minor species, has been solved using a finite volume method with a forward Euler method for the time integration scheme. As an application, we have first simulated a time-constant supply of atoms through the upper boundary of the solving domain. The fluxes are inhomogeneous relative to its horizontal direction, in order to simulate regions of enhanced downward flow of oxygen and nitrogen giving rise to NO and O 2 brightening. Given that these two emissions show large time variations, we have also simulated a timedependent downward flux of O and N atoms. It results from these simulations that the lack of correlation between the NO and O 2 ð 1 D g Þ nightglows largely result from to the coupling between horizontal and vertical transport processes and the very different chemical lifetimes of the two species. In particular, we have quantified the role of each process generating spatio-temporal de-correlations between the NO and O 2 ð 1 D g Þ nightglows.
Introduction
The study of airglow has been extensively used to remotely probe the chemical composition, temperature structure and dynamical characteristics of planetary atmospheres. The FUV Venus night side airglow is dominated by the presence of the d and g bands of nitric oxide extending between 180 and 310 nm.
The emission is produced by radiative recombination through inverse pre-association of nitrogen N( 4 S) and oxygen O( 3 P) atoms.
The sequence of processes may be written: 
The N and O atoms are produced on the dayside by dissociation of N 2 and CO 2 by extreme ultraviolet (EUV) solar photons and by photoelectron impact. They are carried from the day to the night side by the subsolar to antisolar circulation where they recombine. The NO airglow emission is highly variable in brightness and morphology over consecutive 24-hours periods as was shown by Stewart et al. (1980) . The location of the brightest spot ranged from 2130 to 0300 LT and 391S to 601N (Bougher et al., 1990 ) and appeared to vary erratically. Stewart et al. (1980) built up a global map by combining 35 daily maps of the Venus nightside of the NO nightglow. This statistical map shows that the emission forms a bright spot which is shifted from the antisolar point toward dawn by approximately 2 h and about 101-201 south of the equator. The emission rate of this bright region is $ 1:9 70:6 kilo-Rayleighs (kR) in the (0, 1) delta band with an average hemispheric nightside intensity of 0.48 kR (Bougher et al., 1990) . The shift of this statistical bright spot was interpreted as an indication of the presence of a super-rotation wind component at or above the altitude of the NO emission peak. The altitude of the emission peak was determined from PV-OUVS observations from periapsis by Gé rard et al. (1981) who concluded that the emission peak is located at 115 7 2 km. A much larger set of limb observations of the NO d and g bands nightglow was made with the SPICAV ultraviolet spectrometer (Bertaux et al., 2007) Express. The mean altitude of the emission layer was found to be located at 113 75:8 km. The limb brightness of the NO emission is very variable, with peak intensities values below 5 kR at northern mid-latitudes, up to 440 kR at lower latitudes (Gé rard et al., 2008a) . The mean altitude of the emission peak statistically drops with increasing latitude between 61 and 721N.
The oxygen airglow (0-0) band at 1:27 mm belongs to the a 1 D g À!X 3 S g Atmospheric Infrared system has a radiative lifetime of about 70 min. (Miller et al., 2001) . It was first identified in ground-based spectra of Venus by Connes et al. (1979) . Subsequent ground-based telescope observations (Allen et al., 1992; Crisp et al., 1996; Lellouch et al., 1997; Ohtsuki et al., 2008; Bailey et al., 2008) have indicated that the oxygen IR nightglow is patchy, highly variable on timescales as short as 1 h. It is produced by recombination of oxygen atoms transported to the nightside by the global thermospheric circulation where they recombine in three-body collisions. Below $ 90 km, the O 2 ða 1 D g Þ molecules are deactivated by collisions with CO 2 . Based on VIRTIS-M O 2 airglow limb observations, Drossart et al. (2007) determined that the O 2 peak emission is located near 96 km. Gé rard et al. (2009) analyzed emission limb profiles extracted from VIRTIS limb images. They found that the peak altitude of the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ volume emission rate is typically located between 95 and 100 km, with a mean value of 97:4 72:5 km. A similar conclusion was reached by Piccioni et al. (2009) . Observations by VIRTIS in the nadir mode have been used to construct statistical maps of the Venus atmosphere in the O 2 emission band (Gé rard et al., 2008b; Piccioni et al., 2009) . These maps indicate the region of enhanced emission is centered on the antisolar point. The role of horizontal transport on the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ airglow distribution was analyzed by Hueso et al. (2008) who found that the O 2 nightglow nadir intensity is highly inhomogeneous. Regions of highest intensity are generally observed at low latitudes near midnight. They showed that the zonal wind is dominated by an intense prograde jet from dawn to midnight extending up to 22 h in local time, with lower velocities and reversed sign from dusk. The brightest small-scale ð $ 100 kmÞ features appeared correlated with locations of apparent convergence which may be a signature of compression and downwelling. The lack of homogeneity and the time variations observed in the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ nightglow indicate that the distribution of the downward flow of oxygen and nitrogen atoms is also time-dependent. These time effects are a possibly generated by variations in the global circulation due to changes in eddy transport efficiency and gravity wave breaking (Bougher et al., 2006) . The concept of production of O and N atoms followed by transport to the nightside by the subsolar to antisolar circulation, downward turbulent mixing and radiative recombination was validated by three-dimensional simulations using the Venus Thermospheric General Circulation Model (VTGCM) (Bougher et al., 1990) . The statistical location of the NO airglow bright spot was reasonably well predicted by the three-dimensional model and implied zonal winds of about 50-75 m s Venus Express. They showed that a low degree of correlation is observed between the two emissions observed quasi-simultaneously. Additionally, their statistical study has demonstrated that no correlation is observed between the variations of the altitude and the intensity of the two airglow emissions simultaneously observed in the grazing limb geometry. In summary, the de-correlation between the two emissions is based on three different sets of observations: the statistical location of the NO and the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ regions of enhanced emission are not coincident; nadir quasi-simultaneous nadir observations of the two emissions demonstrate that the distribution of the intensity along latitudinal cuts exhibits significant differences; limb observations indicate that neither the brightness nor the altitude of the emission peak co-vary in the northern hemisphere.
Gé rard et al. (2009) suggested that the airglow de-correlation is a consequence of the transport of the downward moving air mass by horizontal winds in the transition region. As a result, zones of bright O 2 airglow regions are displaced along the wind direction from the source region of enhanced O and N downward flux and NO emission. A crude calculation indicated that the O atoms may move over considerable horizontal distances during the transit time needed to travel down the 15 km separating the two airglow layers. For a horizontal wind velocity value of 10 m s À 1 , they estimated a typical horizontal transport range of $ 800 to 5300 km. However, such estimates neglect the effects of the finite chemical lifetime of the O and N atoms which chemically recombine along their trajectory.
To quantitatively address the question of the role of horizontal transport on inhomogeneities in the Venus nightside airglow, a numerical model coupling the O and N photochemistry with transport is needed. This study describes the concept, numerical method and illustrates results obtained with such a two-dimensional model. First, we introduce the model equations to numerically solve and we roughly examine the time scales of the different processes at play. Then, we present the numerical method used to develop the two-dimensional time-dependent model. Second, we show steady state and time-dependent solutions obtained from this model and we discuss the different results. Finally, we draw some conclusions about this study.
Two-dimensional time-dependent model

The model equations
In this study, we focus on the spatio-temporal evolution of the number densities of four minor species on the night side of the atmosphere of Venus: atomic oxygen, atomic nitrogen, nitric oxide and excited molecular oxygen in the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ singlet state.
We consider these species because they control the spatiotemporal behavior of the infrared and ultraviolet nightglows through a series of physical and chemical processes.
In order to develop the 2D time-dependent model, it has been assumed that the temperature and velocity fields are prescribed everywhere at any time inside the solving domain. Therefore, we do not solve the energy and momentum equations as in a full hydrodynamical solution. Consequently, the only equation is the continuity equation for each studied species:
where n i is the number density of the minor species i,F adv,i is its advective flux andF diff ,i the diffusive flux i, P i and L i represent, respectively, the chemical production and loss rates of minor species i. A Cartesian coordinate system has been used so as to locate the position in the solving domain. The x and z coordinates determine the position following the horizontal and vertical directions in the solving domain, respectively. In addition, diffusion processes along the horizontal direction has been neglected because it is very weak in comparison with advection in this same direction. Horizontal advection has been explicitly taken into account in the model. As for vertical advection, it is simulated by the diffusion term as explained further in this study. Moreover, the temperature field is assumed to be homogeneous relative to the x coordinate. Indeed, we have noted, due to the one-dimensional chemical-diffusive model developed by Gé rard et al. (2008a) , that the dependence of the temperature field on the local time does not considerably affect the obtained solution. The vertical temperature distribution used in the model has been taken from the empirical VTS3 model (Hedin et al., 1983) . The velocity fieldṽ is prescribed everywhere at all times in the two-dimensional solving domain. It must satisfy the continuity equation relative to the total number density n, in the domain:
Consequently, the velocity field used in the numerical model cannot be chosen in an arbitrary way. Given that the total number density of the Venusian atmosphere is considered as stationary, we can reasonably assume that @n=@t ¼ 0. Moreover, if n is considered as uniform along the x coordinate, the total number density only depends on the z coordinate. Now, Eq. (5) can be cast in the form: nðzÞ @uðx,zÞ @x þnðzÞ @wðx,zÞ @z þ wðx,zÞ
where u(x, z) and w(x, z) represent the horizontal and vertical components of the velocity field, respectively. As mentioned previously, the actual spatial distribution of the velocity components is not known with accuracy. In addition, the velocity field must satisfy equation (6). In order to verify Eq. (6), we have assumed that the horizontal velocity component u only depends on the independent variable z whereas the vertical component w is taken as equal to zero, although, the actual vertical advection in the Venus thermosphere is not null. The effect of vertical advection is implicitly simulated by eddy diffusion with an altitude dependent coefficient K. A similar method was adopted by several authors in earlier studies (Roble and Gary, 1979; Gé rard et al., 2008a) of minor constituent thermospheric transport. Taking these assumptions into account, Eq. (4) can be cast as
where the vertical diffusive flux ðF i diff Þ z of a minor constituent is given by (Colegrove et al., 1965) 
with D i the molecular diffusion coefficient for constituent i, K is the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient, H i is the local scale height of the ith constituent, H is the atmospheric scale height and T is the neutral gas temperature. We adopt a vertical distribution of the eddy diffusion coefficient K similar to that used in earlier studies (von Zahn et al., 1979) , that is
where A is a parameter of the model independent of the z coordinate. Moreover, as seen in relation (9), K is identical for all constituents and only depends on the z coordinate. The molecular diffusion coefficient D i for the constituent i is given by (Banks and Kockarts, 1973 )
with CO 2 taken as the background gas and where m 0 , m and m i are, respectively, the mass of a hydrogen atom, the molecular weight and the mean molecular mass of the Venusian atmosphere. The horizontal advective flux ðF i adv Þ x is simply given by the u Â n i product. The chemical production P i and loss L i rates reflect the effect of chemical reactions taken into account in the model. We consider the following set of chemical reactions (Table 1) : Now, all terms in Eq. (7) are known in an explicit way. Eq. (7) may be written in the quasi-linear form:
where the A i , B i , C i and E i coefficients are given by
The problem can also be cast using a matrix form such as
where A, B, C and E are diagonal matrixes andf ðñÞ takes into account the chemical kinetics of the problem. In fact, it is this only term that introduces a nonlinearity into the problem and induces coupling between the four partial differential equations. Theñ vector in Eq. (22) represents the number densities of the four minor species, namelyñ
Thef ðñÞ vector can be written in an explicit way:
where e is the efficiency of the production of O 2 ð 1 D g Þ in reaction (14) . In this study, we use an efficiency value e ¼ 0:75 suggested by Crisp et al. (1996) on the basis of the constraints derived from O 2 infrared Earth airglow.
Characteristic times of the relative processes
In order to estimate the role of dynamics and chemical kinetics, the characteristic times of the different phenomena taken into account in the model have been examined. First, we determine the species lifetimes relative to each chemical reaction. In order to estimate the different e-folding lifetimes of the processes, the vertical profiles of the number densities of the four minor species are required. They are taken from the onedimensional diffusion-reaction model described by Gé rard et al. (2008a) . In addition, we can examine the overall chemical lifetime t A of each minor species which is given by
where t A is the overall chemical lifetime of species A, and t A 1 , . . . ,t An are the lifetimes of A due to loss from reactions 1,y,n, respectively. We now examine the characteristic times of the transport processes. Given that the vertical molecular diffusive flux of a minor constituent i (8) is known, we can directly get the vertical molecular diffusive velocity for constituent v i mol.diff. shows that eddy diffusion is the dominant process up to approximately z ¼130 km. For higher altitudes, the molecular diffusion dominates over eddy diffusion, as expected from the altitude of the turbopause, experimentally determined by von Zahn et al. (1979) .
Numerical method
In order to solve system (22), made of four nonlinear coupled partial differential equations, we use a cell-centered finite volume method. This method uses the integral form of the balance equations as a starting point. Consequently, we have to transform the local form of the continuity equation (7) into its integral form. Considering an arbitrary fixed surface S (Eulerian approach), it just has to integrate the Eq. (7) on this surface S (volume control in two spatial dimensions):
Using the divergence theorem, Eq. (25) may be written as
where C is the contour line holding the surface S, n x and n z are the Cartesian components of the outward unit vector normal to the surface S.
Spatial discretization
In order to discretize the two-dimensional problem, we have divided the solving domain into a set of rectangular cells (control volumes). The independent variables x and z are discretized such as
where Dx and Dz are, respectively, the spatial steps in the horizontal and vertical directions. Therefore, the solving domain is covered with ðM Â NÞ rectangular cells. Moreover, the spatial steps in the two directions have been chosen to be constant in the whole domain and such as DxaDz. Practically, we have taken Dx ¼ 100 km and Dz ¼ 1 km for all simulations described in Section 3. Now, let us consider the cell control labelled by indices m and n, whose the surface S is delimited by horizontal boundaries noted by indices m À 1/2 and m+ 1/2, and by vertical boundaries noted by indices n À 1/2 and n + 1/2, as seen in Fig. 2 . Consequently, Eq. (26) can be cast:
After a few mathematical manipulations, it can be shown that:
Moreover, defining the cell-average number density n i , the cellaverage chemical production rate P i and the cell-average chemical loss rate L i of the minor species i for cell (m,n):
and inserting (30), (31), (32), (33) and (34) in Eq. (29), it follows that:
In addition, it can be shown that:
Furthermore, given (36), (37) and (38), a second-order accurate approximation in Dx and Dz is obtained when the cell-average of n i , P i
and L i are approximated by their values at computational nodes (center of the cells):
Note that we have used the tilde symbol~to differentiate exact and approximated values. In the rest of this study, all physical quantities noted with the tilde symbol are approximated values. In addition, it can be seen in Eq. (35) that both fluxes (diffusive and advective) are required at cell faces, not at computational nodes. Consequently, we need to approximate the face values of fluxes in terms of the values at computational nodes. Physically, it is important to note that diffusive and advective processes are very different. The main difference between these two processes, from a numerical point of view, is that the advective process is a directional process while the diffusive process is not. Indeed, the advective process transports properties only in the direction of the flow. In order to take the physical nature of these two processes into account, we have used central differencing for diffusive flux and upwind scheme for advective flux (Hundsdorfer and Verwer, 2007; Karniadakis and Kirby, 2005) . First, we consider the (horizontal) advective flux (Fig. 3) .
In upwind scheme, ðF i adv Þ x j m þ 1=2,n is taken as the value at the upwind computational node. Namely, it follows that: As for ðF i adv Þ x j mÀ1=2,n , using the same procedure, it follows that:
if u mÀ1=2,n o 0:
Further, given that the horizontal component u of the velocity fieldṽ does not change with the x coordinate (by hypothesis) and working with a regular mesh, it can be shown that this reconstruction method is a first-order accurate approximation in
Dx.
Now, we focus on the diffusive flux. Considering Eq. (8), we can see that diffusive flux can be cast such as
assuming that:
In order to reconstruct the values of this flux at cell faces, a central differencing method has been used to discretize the first spatial derivative because diffusion is not a directional process unlikely to advection. As for the second term in the right-handside of the Eq. (44), we use a central weighting between the two directly adjacent computational nodes to the considered cell face. Therefore, the diffusive fluxes ðF i diff Þ z j m,n þ 1=2 and ðF i diff Þ z j m,nÀ1=2 are approximated such as
Given that a and b are continuous with the z coordinate and working with a regular mesh, it can be shown that this discretization is a second-order accurate approximation in Dz.
In addition, inserting the different approximated physical quantities given by (39)- (43), (47) and (48) in Eq. (35), we can see that the adopted spatial numerical scheme is a secondorder accurate approximation in Dz and a first-order accurate approximation in Dx. Therefore, this spatial numerical scheme is globally a first-order accurate approximation.
Moreover, in order to help further modelling works, the location storage of each physical quantity at play in the model is given in Table 2 .
Temporal discretization
With regard to the temporal discretization, a forward Euler scheme (Hundsdorfer and Verwer, 2007; Jacobson, 2005 ; Karniadakis and Kirby, 2005) has been used. The time step Dt used in the model is fixed and does not change with the number of temporal iterations. Concretely, we have used a time step Dt equal to 20 s for all simulations described in Section 3. Moreover, this numerical scheme is a first-order accurate approximation in Dt.
Given that an explicit scheme has been used, a stability condition has to be satisfied for each temporal iteration. Indeed, the time step cannot be taken in a arbitrary way. Its maximum value depends on the values used for the spatial steps Dx and Dz. In spite of this constraint, an explicit scheme rather than a semiimplicit has been adopted, which offers the possibility to be unconditionally stable, for several arguments. First, the main purpose of this numerical model is to investigate the spatiotemporal behavior of the minor species. Consequently, we have to choose time steps which are not too large in order to be able to detect the small temporal variations of the problem. Therefore, the main interest of semi-implicit schemes is not used if small time steps are used. Second, the computational cost for one temporal iteration is much larger for a semi-implicit scheme than for an explicit one.
Boundary and initial conditions
A flux condition is applied through the upper boundary and photochemical equilibrium at the lower boundary is assumed as shown in Fig. 4 . Moreover, in order to adjust the peak altitudes of the volume emission rates of the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ infrared and NO ultraviolet nightglows, a sensibility study of the model has been carried out, neglecting the horizontal direction and considering the steady state solution. Under these conditions, our model is reduced to a one-dimensional time-independent model. Based on this study, we adopt the following parameter values: A ¼ 2 Â 10 13 ,F Table 2 Storage location of the different physical quantities for cell (m, n).
Storage location
Physical quantity
All of these physical quantities have been defined previously in this study. respectively. In addition, as seen in Fig. 4 , the direction of the fluid is from the left to the right of the domain (i.e. u 40). Consequently, we impose boundary conditions only on the left boundary and the right boundary is free. The left boundary conditions are taken as the vertical stationary profiles of the four number densities obtained from the one-dimensional steady state solutions, using the parameter values mentioned previously. Furthermore, a priori, the distance at which the right boundary is located is not fixed in the model. Indeed, this distance will have to be taken such as the influence of horizontal transport on the spatial distribution of number densities can be observed. The right-side boundary has been fixed atx ¼8900 km. The horizontal wind velocity at the level of the O 2 airglow layer is very variable as was recently summarized by Lellouch et al. (2008 (Bougher et al., 1990) values are on the same order in the region separating the two emission layers. Therefore, we adopt a value of 25 m s À 1 for the horizontal component u of the velocity field for all simulations described in this study. This value represents a reasonable average of dynamical observations and modelling results. The values used for the different boundary conditions are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. 3. Simulations and discussion of the results
Two-dimensional steady state solutions
In order to simulate inhomogeneities of the spatial distribution of the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ infrared nightglow (Hueso et al., 2008) and the NO ultraviolet nightglow (Stewart et al., 1980) , the downward flux of O and N atoms imposed at the upper boundary have been taken nonhomogeneous along the x coordinate. Consequently, the downward flux of O and N atoms through the upper boundary is no longer fixed to a constant value as in the one-dimensional model. To achieve this goal, downward fluxes such as these seen in Fig. 5 have been adopted. These consist of a superposition of a constant flux imposed at the whole upper boundary and a Gaussian-shaped flux which is such as the peak of the Gaussian function is centered on x ¼2000 km and the full width at half maximum of the peak of the Gaussian function is equal to 1000 km, which approximately corresponds to the typical size of enhanced regions of O 2 infrared nightglow (Allen et al., 1992; Crisp et al., 1996; Lellouch et al., 1997) . As a result, the maximum value of both fluxes are increased by a factor of 10 at x ¼2000 km in comparison with the constant fluxes applied through the entire upper boundary. Mathematically, fluxes of O and N atoms applied through the upper boundary can be written as functions of the x coordinate such as Table 3 Upper and lower boundary conditions.
Constituent Upper boundary (cm
Lower boundary (cm
Table 4 Left boundary conditions.
Constituent
Left boundary (cm
The % symbol means that it is the number density profiles taken from the onedimensional steady state model with A ¼ 2 Â 10 13 ,F (50) and (49), through the upper boundary of the solving domain resulting of the superposition of a constant flux and a Gaussian-shaped flux.
where G(x) is a normalized Gaussian function whose features have just been mentioned previously. Fig. 6 shows the results of this steady state simulation for the N (Fig. 6a) and O (Fig. 6b) density fields, respectively. We first note that the peaks of the N and O number densities are separated by $ 10 km following the altitude. Moreover, these two plates also show a significant difference relative to the horizontal position of these two peaks. Indeed, the maximum density of N is located approximately 450 km downwind from the center of the region of enhanced supply of N and O while the O maximum density is approximately 2250 km away from this region. Consequently, as suggested by the discussion of the chemical lifetimes, it clearly appears that atomic oxygen is more subject to transport than atomic nitrogen. Indeed, as was shown in Fig. 1, at 130 km, the chemical lifetime of atomic oxygen is approximately 100 times longer than that of atomic nitrogen. Therefore, it is obvious that nitrogen atoms will be chemically consumed by reaction (13) faster than oxygen atoms. We now compare the volume emission rates of the NO and O 2 ð 1 D g Þ nightglows. First, Fig. 6c shows that the peak volume emission rate of NO is roughly equal to 2.7 Â 10 4 photons cm À 3 s À 1 , that is, the peak value is approximately multiplied by a factor of 7.5 when the enhanced supply of N and O atoms is applied in comparison with a constant supply of O and N atoms, as indicated in Tables 5 and 6 . Moreover, it can be seen that the peak altitude has significantly increased, moving from 110.5 to 116.5 km. We also note that the spatial distribution of the volume emission rate is very similar to the number density of N. This feature confirms the analysis carried out by Stewart et al. (1980) which indicated that the spatial distribution of the ultraviolet nightglow of NO reflects that of the atomic nitrogen flux applied through the upper boundary. Fig. 6d shows that the peak volume emission rate of the infrared nightglow is located 110.5 Table 6 Location and volume emission rate (V.E.R.) of the peak of the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ infrared and
NO ultraviolet nightglows with an enhanced supply of O and N atoms through a limited region of the upper boundary, as seen in Fig. 5 , during all the simulation.
V.E.R. peak (photons cm À 3 s $ 3850 km from the center of the enhanced supply of atoms, that is 1600 km downwind from the peak density of atomic oxygen. Moreover, it can be seen that the position of the peak of the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ nightglow, is also shifted downward by 6 km in comparison with the maximum number density of O. This behavior can be explained by examining the production rate of the number density of the excited molecular oxygen in the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ singlet state which is the origin of the infrared nightglow.
This production rate is given by ðek 4 Þ Â n 2 O Â n CO 2 . So, this one depends on the number density of O and CO 2 . In addition, as we already noted in Fig. 6b , the maximum density of O is located at $ 108:5 km and then decreases as altitude decreases. Nevertheless, the profile of the number density of CO 2 continues to increase with decreasing altitude. Consequently, the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ maximum is located at a lower altitude than the one of O. Besides, it is interesting to emphasize that the peak volume emission rate of O 2 ð 1 D g Þ is increased by a factor of 2.6 approximately in comparison to the solution for a homogeneous downward flux of O and N atoms. Moreover, as seen in Fig. 6c and d, the peak volume emission rate of NO is located closer to center of the region of enhanced atom flux than the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ infrared nightglow. As a consequence, this feature indicates that the NO ultraviolet nightglow is a better diagnostic of regions where with an enhanced supply of atoms than the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ infrared nightglow.
Two-dimensional time-dependent solutions
In this section, we add the time dimension to the model described in Section 3.1, which is now time-dependent. In order to illustrate some results obtained from the time-dependent model, we focus on the spatio-temporal distribution of the NO ultraviolet nightglow. The boundary conditions, left and lower boundary conditions are unchanged in comparison to those applied in the Table 7 Upper boundary conditions for the two-dimensional time-dependent simulation.
F N ðxÞ and F O ðxÞ are, respectively, given by (49) and (50). time-independent model. On the other hand, the upper boundary condition is now time-dependent in order to simulate temporal variations of both nightglows. They are summarized in Table 7 .
As for the initial conditions, for each number density, we have imposed the spatial distribution obtained from the two-dimensional time-independent simulation with a constant atoms supply in the time through the upper boundary, which is homogeneous relative to the x coordinate. In fact, the enhanced supply of atoms during the given time interval specified in Table 7 , generates a perturbation of this two-dimensional time-independent solution. Then, we let the system evolve until it returns to its initial stationary state, homogeneous relative to the x coordinate.
As seen in Figs. 7b and 8a, after 10 h of simulation, the influence of the enhanced atom supply is clearly visible. Indeed, the volume emission rate has already reached its maximum value, that is, $ 2:1 Â 10 4 photons cm À3 s À1 . At the same time, the spatial distribution of the number density of N is very close to the one of the NO volume emission rate. This result corroborates the analysis carried out by Stewart et al. (1980) previously mentioned in this study. About 10 h later, that is, 20 h after the beginning of the simulation, it can be seen in Fig. 7c that the peak NO volume emission rate has already strongly decreased. This situation can be explained by the close link between the N number density and the NO volume emission rate. Indeed, this last one is given by the k 1 Â n N Â n O product. Given that the chemical lifetime of nitrogen atoms is on the order of one day at z¼111.5 km, as was shown in Fig. 1 , a large part of nitrogen atoms injected into the solving domain has already been consumed by oxygen atoms after 20 h of simulated time. Consequently, there is no longer a large amount of nitrogen atoms to produce the ultraviolet NO nightglow, what explains the strongly decrease of the peak volume emission rate of NO. Fig. 7d shows that the spatial distribution of the NO volume emission rate, after 30 h of simulation has almost already returned in its initial state, homogeneous relative to the x coordinate. Now, we focus on the temporal behaviors of the peak volume Fig. 8b . Indeed, the peak volume emission rate of NO emission strongly increases just following the beginning of the atom fluxes increase. As seen in Table 8 , it has already increased by 50% of its D PeakV :E:R: after $ 5 h whereas the peak volume emission rate of O 2 emission is still unaffected. The peak volume emission rate of NO nightglow reaches its maximum value after only $ 1:5 h following the end of the enhanced atom supply, that is, after $ 10 h of simulation. At the same time, the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ nightglow has not yet increased by 50% of its D PeakV :E:R: , i.e. Dt þ 1=2 % 29 h for the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ emission. These results underline the lack of time-correlation between the two nightglows. The same observation is made when we examine the decreasing phases of the curves in Fig. 8a and b. 
Conclusions
The development of this two-dimensional time-dependent model, coupling chemical and transport processes, has been essentially motivated by qualitative explanations proposed for the lack of correlation between the spatio-temporal behaviors of NO and O 2 ð 1 D g Þ nightglows. The steady state simulation, described in Stewart et al. (1980) , indicating that the spatial distribution of the NO ultraviolet nightglow reflects rather well that of the atomic nitrogen supply through the upper boundary. This steady state simulation has also emphasized that the NO ultraviolet nightglow is a better diagnostic of spatial inhomogeneities relative to the downward flowing atoms on the night side of Venus than the O 2 ð 1 D g Þ infrared nightglow. Moreover, in order to simulate localized enhancements of the atom supply, suggested by the presence of bright spots, a time dependence has been adopted for O and N fluxes through the upper boundary. Indeed, Stewart et al. (1980) and Hueso et al. (2008) Furthermore, when we compare the time-dependent simulation with the steady state results, we observe that peak volume emission rates for the two emissions are higher when the enhanced supply of atoms is applied during all the simulation. This result was expected given that volume emission rates increase with the enhancement of N and O. In addition, we have also noted that the NO and O 2 ð 1 D g Þ nightglows reach their peak values at higher or equal altitudes and located closer to center of the region of enhanced atom flux for the steady state simulation than for the time-dependent one. Finally, even though this numerical model is not a realistic description of the atmosphere of Venus, it has underlined the lack of spatio-temporal correlations between NO and O 2 ð 1 D g Þ nightglows in the presence of horizontal winds and has especially quantified the role of each process generating spatio-temporal de-correlations.
